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Cross - Border Art Histories - Bangladesh and Pakistan
Friday, February 5th 2016, 3:30pm - 4:30pm, 3rd floor auditorium

Cross-border exhibitions and symposia focusing on the relationship between India and Pakistan have proliferated in the Subcon-
tinent, and also around the world over the past five years, fuelled by dedicated commercial galleries hosting these exhibitions 
in India, and private patrons hoping to ease political tensions through soft-power channels. Bangladesh is notably absent in this 
“cross-border movement,” often used as subject matter for research, rather than being included through critical engagement the 
country’s artists or local art scene.  

Most people know the relationship of Bangladesh and Pakistan as one of animosity given the bloody history of the country’s path 
to independence in 1971, breaking away from being the East Pakistan that was created in 1947. In his book Modernism and the Art 
of Muslim South Asia, Iftkhar Dadi elaborates that “according to [Akbar] Naqvi, a common West Pakistani perception maintained 
that ‘the Bengali artists were born with artistic taste, while we in the West [Pakistan] had to acquire it through hard work.’1 When 
it comes to the arts, “it is worth noting that despite political tensions there was lively exchange in the art world between the East 
and West Pakistan, with numerous exhibitions and artists traveling back and forth frequently.”2 

Zainul Abedin (b. 1914-1976) is considered the founding father of Bangladeshi modern art, establishing the Government Institute 
of Arts in 1949 and the Sonargaon Folk Art Museum and Zainul Museum in Mymensingh in 1975, as well as widely exhibiting inter-
nationally as a critically acclaimed artist in his own right. However, Abedin was also a bureaucrat for the Pakistani government, and 
while he renounced his ties during the War for Independence, the fact that he set up the Department of Fine Arts in Peshawar, 
Pakistan (which still has an annual prize bearing the artist’s name) and travelled as part of Pakistani delegations internationally can-
not be ignored, and he was very close with the artistic community in what was West Pakistan. 

Moving forward to the 21st century, Pakistan continues to play an important role in the education of some of Bangladesh’s leading 
contemporary artists. Ayesha Sultana (b. 1985) and Shimul Saha (b. 1983) both studied at Lahore’s Beaconhouse University, Bangla-
deshi art patron Farooq Sobhan has supported cross-cultural exchange across the two countries, and Associate Professor of the 
History of Art and Visual Studies at Cornell Univeristy, Iftikhar Dadi examined this exchange in his book Modernism and the Art 
of Muslim South Asia, and they will be in conversation with Founding Dean of Beaconhouse University and leading Pakistani Art 
Historian Salima Hashmi, who will speak about the porous role of education and exchange across the two countries.

1Dadi, Iftikhar, Modernism and the Art of Muslim South Asia, 1st ed., Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2010. Print.
2Dadi, Iftikhar, Modernism and the Art of Muslim South Asia, 1st ed., Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2010. pp 98-99. Print.
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Iftikhar Dadi. Photo courtesy of the Dhaka Art Summit and Samdani Art Foundation. Photo credit: Noor Photoface
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Moderator: 
Salima Hashmi (SH) - Artist, Writer and Activist, Pakistan.

Panelists:
Farooq Sobhan (FS) - Writer, Diplomat, President and CEO, 
Bangladesh Enterprise Institute. Chairman of the Board, Samdani Art 
Foundation, Bangladesh.

Iftikhar Dadi (ID) - Artist and Art Historian, Associate Professor 
Cornell University, USA.

Ayesha Sultana (AS) - Artist, Bangladesh. 

Shimul Saha (SS) - Artist, Bangladesh. 



Salima Hashmi (SH): Good afternoon everybody.  As a young aspiring art student in Lahore in the early 60s, we had two or three 
reference points in terms of artists who we felt defined people that we could look up to, and defined who we felt would be the 
best teachers around us, and interestingly Shakir Ali, who was very much a Modernist (just returned from the Slade in London), 
was a very prominent figure. But, equally there was Zainul Abedin, who was very often in Lahore (he was a member of the Board of 
Governors), and in certain ways more accessible because he took it upon himself to move into groups of students and just start up 
a conversation. There was the third towering figure of Abdur Rahman Chughtai of the Lahore School, a la Bengal School, who was 
totally inaccessible, and would never come out of his painting studio. And if some brave souls would venture into his neighbour-
hood and send a message upstairs saying that some art students would like to see him, he would peer out of the window and say 
‘I’m not at home.’ 

So there was Shakir Ali, and there was Zainul Abedin, the two people who we felt could listen to our concerns, and also very gen-
tly talk to us about their own work, things that they felt that were important. But then there were, what we felt were the younger 
strains coming through. There was Murtaja Baseer, who arrived in Lahore and became, together with Moeen Najmi, a permanent 
fixture in all of the art discussions in the Arts Council. There were others who would be there, coming in and out. Syed Jahangir 
was among them, and so many of these artists could be encountered in national exhibitions. 

Perhaps, the person who I wanted to grow up to be was Novera Ahmed, who was this enigmatic person: a sculptor who always wore 
black and was very remote, but always present and would nod quietly as she moved through the exhibitions. When I think back, it 
seems like I was living in another time and of course it was another time. But one was not tremendously conscious about needing to 
think about an interaction between what was then East Pakistan, and what was West Pakistan, or two regions of the sub-continent, 
because there was a kind of intermingling which went back to a time which was before 1947. 

Today, we find so many of these works in some of the public collections and of course there are references constantly to the influ-
ence that they had. I think specially of the fact that somebody like Zahoor ul Akhlaq, who is arguably the most important person 
from where we begin the story of Contemporary Art of Pakistan, who spoke to me not once but several times of the influence of 
Mohammad Kibria on him. Because, as he put it, everybody else was looking West, but Kibria was looking to the East. And the fact 
that he had spent time in Japan, which was reflected in the way that his art was made, was something that had a profound influence 
on Zahoor ul Akhlaq. And of course we look to Zahoor as perhaps a major figure from where we trace the beginnings of Contem-
porary Art in Pakistan today. All of this as a kind of a framework.

But, Farooq Shobhan, in a different channel I would say, which was much wider than our rather small art world, where I was, Lahore. 
I want you to talk little bit about how you have seen this cross-cultural exchange disperse, grow, come to a complete stop and then 
perhaps commence again.

Farooq Sobhan (FS): Good afternoon everyone. Salima Hashmi, as you would have figured out, is a very hard act to follow. To begin 
with, I have serious questions about why I find myself on the stage. One good reason possibly could be that the two young people 
sitting alongside Salima are her products from Beaconhouse (National) University and the Fine Arts Department which Salima 
heads. I had the privilege of selecting them to go to Beaconhouse. Not only that, but in Ayesha’s case, I also had to convince her 
parents that this was a sensible thing for their daughter to be doing. I am delighted that things have worked out in the right direc-
tion for both of them.

So, this to me is a good example of something I have believed in firmly, which is a South Asian cultural identity. To see South Asia as 
a kind of melting pot, which it was when we certainly look back before 1947, and look at the cross currents in the world of art and 
culture, whether it’s music or whether it is in the field of painting. Salima referred to Zainul Abedin and his influence on artists and 
similarly, I could say that there were a number of people here in Bangladesh (what was then East Pakistan) who were influenced 
by people like Chughtai. I would even draw similarities between the works of Quamrul Hassan and Sadequain, and the lines which 
both of them excelled in producing in a matter of seconds.

As someone who went to school in what is Pakistan.  In fact, Salima, I don’t know if you are aware, but Mian Ijaz ul Hassan and I 
studied at Aitchison College in Lahore together, and I always thought, in school at least, that I was a better artist than he was. Ex-
cept that he is today one of Pakistan’s best known artists and my job is sitting on the stage here, talking about him. The two things 
I thought I would perhaps like to mention, one is that I am so happy to see Syed Jahangir here with us because it is figures like him 
that kind of straddled the two wings in the pre-’71 period. We had a number of artists who went back and forth, and I would say that 
I personally know of quite a few people who had collections of Bangladeshi artists. Kibria in particular, was extremely popular, as 
indeed were some of the other big names, Syed Jahangir, Zainul Abedin, Murtaja Baseer. 



And there were even people who had a special taste for Rashid Choudhury, S.M. Sultan and Safiuddin Ahmed. All three of them 
incidentally can be seen in the Rewind exhibition, which is one of the special features of the Dhaka Art Summit.

So, part of the effort came through the South Asia Foundation and their scholarship program was to try and revive this cultural 
interaction and mix. And, full marks to Salima and Beaconhouse because this South Asia Foundation scholarship attracts students 
from across South Asia. I should also mention, and this was an initiative which goes back now more than 35 years. I had the privilege 
of collaborating with Syed Jahangir who was at that time Director of the Shilpakala Academy, in organising the first Asian Art Bien-
nale here in Dhaka. And, one of the ideas certainly as far as I was concerned, because at that time I was also involved in writing the 
concept paper for SAARC, the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, was this quest for a South Asian identity. The 
ability for all of us, notwithstanding the divided borders, at least to be able to come together and agree on certain things and enjoy 
each other’s culture and our shared civilisation. 

SH: Before we go to our current generation, I would just like to put some terms of reference together, because we have images, 
we have traces of influences, and I would really like you (Iftikhar Dadi) as a historian of modern art in South Asia, to talk about these 
connections, and how you see them now, and how you are tracing them back in time.

Iftikhar Dadi (ID): Thank you Salima. We ran through the images from your PowerPoint. Could you say a few words to contextualise 
them, before I begin.

SH: Yes, I picked out some of the images that are actually from my own collection. 

This was a work by Kibria

Mohammad Kibria, lithograph print, 1966. 
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi 



Mohammad Kibria, lithogaph print 1961. 
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi

This was from the collection of Nayyar Ali Dada, the architect in Lahore. I think, Kibria’s work was found to be extremely engaging 
at a time when younger practitioners in Pakistan were looking for ways of engaging with what was happening in other parts of the 
world but trying to do it on their own terms. Kibria came as absolutely a revelation because you were being able to unburden your-
self with so many of, what were considered to be the essentials of approaching the body, history, with all its connotations, and he 
seemed to be able to suggest it, and shed some of these to create ease, which was why I think he was embraced with great fervor.

Murtaja Baseer, oil on canvas, June, 
1967. Courtesy of Salima Hashmi 



This is the work by Murtaja Baseer. It is from the last exhibition he did in Karachi, which was called The Wall (Arts Council of Paki-
stan, Karachi, 1970), so also from my collection, and Faiz Ahmad Faiz inaugurated this exhibition at the Karachi Arts Council. When 
‘71 happened (the Bangladesh War of Independence), Murtaja was unable to get his works back to Dhaka and they subsequently 
just disappeared from the Arts Council. I tried my best, and so did my father, to try and retrieve them, to find out what happened 
to them.

Murtaja Baseer, The Gypsy, oil on canvas, 
1961. Courtesy of Salima Hashmi 

This seems to be the only work that is known to be there in Lahore. This is the first painting I ever bought and I am terribly proud of 
it. I was an art student. I had just taken part in a play on the stage (an unheard of thing at the time), and I had earned 300 rupees. 
And Murtaja was having his first solo exhibition at Alhamra (Pakistan Arts Council, Lahore). This was the work he did in Italy, in 
Florence, and this work was for 500 rupees. So I took my measly 300 rupees and I approached him and batted my eyelids (I had 
longer eyelashes then!) and I said, ‘You know, I have 300 rupees’. He took the 300 rupees and said, ‘Take the painting’. It hangs on 
my mantel piece in Lahore. He came to Lahore in 1986 and said, ‘That’s where the painting is!’ He wanted to buy it back from me 
for 200,000 taka, which I refused. Whenever I am talking to business students who are investing in art, I always give this as a very 
important instance of why they should be buying art.



This is an image of Novera Ahmed. We all absolutely idealised her and wanted to grow up to be like her. 

Image of Novera Ahmed, with her work Give Us This Day. Courtesy of Salima Hashmi. 

Novera Ahmed, Exterminating Angel. Courtesy of Salima Hashmi 



This is a work of Novera that is in Lahore. It belongs to the son of the person who purchased it, who was a doctor, Dr. Riaz. It is not 
in very good shape. This was photographed for my book that I wrote on Women Artists of Pakistan (Unveiling the Visible: Lives and 
Works of Women Artists of Pakistan, 2003). I was not able to interview Novera because she was at that time, living in Paris and was 
a recluse. She was pretty much a recluse when she was in Lahore also, but would be at every exhibition, at every concert, at every 
public event and she made her presence felt.

Novera Ahmed, Standing Figure, 1960. Courtesy of Salima Hashmi 



Rumi Islam, etching on paper, 1964. 
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi

Rumi Islam’s work is now in the public collection. The prints from that era, they are part of the Lahore Art Council Permanent Art 
Gallery collection in Lahore. Printmaking certainly was very highly developed in Dhaka so consequently when the works would 
come in some of these exhibitions to Lahore, it was essential that they become part of the public collections. Then they are on view 
for students to see. 

Safiuddin Ahmed, etching on paper, 1958. 
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi



Safiuddin Ahmed, who was one of my personal favourites. This is also a part of the public collection, Permanent (Art) Gallery in 
Lahore. It is on view. Not in great shape, I am sorry to say. This seems to be the fate of all Government collections. I don’t know how 
it is here but, certainly in Pakistan, they seem to suffer from neglect. 

Zainul Abedin, water colour on paper.  
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi

This is one of Zainul Abedin’s works, which again is in the public collection in Lahore. 

Zainul Abedin, ink on paper. 
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi

Another one from Lahore. 



This also is in a private collection in Lahore. 

Zainul Abedin. 
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi. 

This is from my own collection. 

Zainul Abedin. 
Courtesy of Salima Hashmi. 



Over to you (referring to Iftikhar Dadi).

ID: Thanks so much Salima. These works from Lahore and from Salima’s collection give you a sense of the kind of ex-
changes that were taking place before 1971. 

I want to focus on Zainul Abedin and then say a few words about the present. I’ve devoted a section of my book Mod-
ernism and the Art of Muslim South Asia (2010) to his life and work, because I was very interested in his foundational 
role as one of the pioneers, as Salima alluded to. Zainul Abedin of course has his own art practice, but he is also working 
in a context of developments that take place in the larger Bengal region. That includes the development of the Bengal 
School of Art from 1900 onwards, as well as the experiments with relationships to the folk, the tribal, the vernacular, and 
to the local that are taking place in the 1920s at Shantiniketan.

But Dhaka did not have an art school before 1947. Right after 1947, Zainul Abedin advocates for this, and the Dhaka Art Institute is 
founded, and Zainul becomes its head. The architecture eventually was designed by Muzharul Islam [whose work you can see in 
the Bangladeshi architecture show at the Dhaka Art Summit.]



Muzharul Islam, Stanley Tigerman, Polytechnic institutes, Sylhet, 1966 - 1978, ©Muzharul Islam Archive/photography Nurur Rhaman Khan

Muzharul Islam, Institute of Fine arts, Dhaka, 1953 - 1955, ©Muzharul Islam Archive / photography Nurur Rhaman Khan



I like this photo a lot because I think this exemplifies almost the contradictory, or the dual role that Zainul Abedin occupied. On the 
one hand you see him working as a Principal, or as a bureaucrat, surrounded by artifacts and toys that he is gathering from folk tra-
ditions of East Pakistan, and this is as a very engaged educator, as the founder of the art school in Dhaka, but also the person who 
set up the Department of Fine Arts in Peshawar University in Pakistan. That was his role as a government official, as an educator, 
as a bureaucrat. He took that role seriously, and I would say, in a very positive and engaged way.  The perception in West Pakistan 
was that art somehow naturally flourished in East Pakistan. There is a statement that I quote from by (Akbar Naqvi), an Art Historian 
from Pakistan, who says that the East Pakistanis were naturally endowed with art whereas we in West Pakistan had to work hard to 
become artists. Now, I am not endorsing that statement. I am just mentioning it as a way to think about the perception of art. And 
one way to understand why that perception was there, is to think about the role that Shantiniketan, and the Bengal School played 
in the development of work that Zainul Abedin takes forward. It is an important role that he plays in terms of his own teachings in 
Dhaka but also in his formative influence in Pakistan. It is precisely for West Pakistani’s to think about their relationship to the folk, 
which wasn’t really the practice in Pakistani art education prior to that. That is an important conceptual role that he plays.

Image of Zainul Abedin. Courtesy of Iftikhar Dadi 



Of course, there were all sorts of other exchanges that Salima also mentioned. On the left is the artist Sadequain at an exhibition 
along with Zainul Abedin. 

Image of Zainul Abedin and artist Sadequain. Courtesy of Mainul Abedin and Iftikhar Dadi

Image of Zainul Abedin and artist Sadequain. Courtesy of Mainul Abedin and Iftikhar Dadi



This photograph is from the same exhibition. Both of these photographs are provided to me by Mainul Abedin, the son of Zainul 
Abedin, and I thank him for that. 

But, we also have to understand that there were economic imbalances between the two wings. The galleries and collectors were 
in West Pakistan, so the Dhaka artists and the East Pakistani artists wanted to show in West Pakistan, and for that reason if you 
want to write a History of Bangladeshi Modern Art, you have to in a sense, address the collections that are lying in various states 
of neglect, or awareness. I think that is an important art historical role that is trans-national and that urgently needs to be done. 

Just a couple of words about the present, and this is what Farooq Sobhan also mentioned. What is the future of South Asia in terms 
of cultural and artistic corporation? And, what is the role of art education precisely in doing so? Why can’t we imagine a future like 
what you have in the European Union, for example? In the European Union you will find students from Italy studying in England and 
you will find students from various countries crossing borders easily and studying at various educational institutions, going where 
their interests take them. I think we need to have a positive, enabling vision of that. Suppose, if Colombo has the best Performance 
Art department, then an Indian student can go and study performance art in Colombo. Why can’t we have a kind of an enabling 
vision of culture which Farooq Sobhan rightly stressed, and is working hard to achieve?

I was the chair of the Art Department at Cornell University for four years and, one of the things I was in charge of was admitting 
students. We have hundreds of applications and I could have admitted all students from New York City, or I could have admitted 
the whole class of 30 from South Korea, and they were all admit-able. But, we worked very hard to stress diversity; and diversity 
means social, economic, class-based, urban, rural, linguistic, national, international, ethnic, religious, sexual etc.. Diversity is abso-
lutely central to the training of artists because you learn most from people who are different from you. Unless we understand the 
formative and conceptual role that diversity plays in the formation of our intellectual and artistic trajectory, we will remain confined 
within the limits of our own horizons, which are limited, no matter which city or which country we occupy. So, exchange is extremely 
essential for intellectual and artistic growth. 

FS: Just to follow up on what was just stated. What is an interesting feature, in recent years I’ve organised three, possibly four 
exhibitions in Karachi, Lahore, and Islamabad, of Bangladeshi artists. What is interesting is that even today there are a number of 
people in Pakistan who collect Bangladeshi artists. I can name at least seven or eight contemporary artists of Bangladesh who are 
much sought after and highly regarded in Pakistan. As far as I am aware, the reverse is not the case, and perhaps we do need to 
see more works of Pakistani artists here in Bangladesh. 

SH: Thank you. Carrying on from what you have said, we were lucky that this new University, which was set up in Lahore, a private 
university (the Beaconhouse National University), is free from some of the trappings of bureaucracy since it is not in the public 
sector. We were lucky enough to be the recipients of these scholarships from the South Asia Foundation which was the brainchild 
of UNESCO’s Goodwill Ambassador, the late Madanjeet Singh, who felt that it was really through, at least for us in Lahore, through 
the arts, to bridge many divides which are in South Asia. And for me as the Dean, I felt very strongly about having students from 
two countries in particular. I may not need to stress what they are. I wanted students from India and I wanted students from Ban-
gladesh.  

I was not able to swing, in the first batch, students from India, though we did get one, and he wanted to study journalism and not art. 
Perhaps he was smarter. But we were extremely lucky that in the first batch, we had Ayesha Sultana and Musharrat A. Chowdhury. 
Musharrat came to do graphic design. She is currently doing her Masters in Los Angeles and I met her in November, when I was 
there. Ayesha came in the first batch and stayed on for an extra year after she graduated, didn’t you?

Ayesha Sultana (AS): Two years.

SH: Stayed on for an extra two years. Yes, we couldn’t get rid of her! It was extremely gratifying that they developed, I think, within a 
couple of years at the Beaconhouse National University, this group which had students from Afghanistan, from Bhutan, from Nepal, 
Bangladesh, India, Maldives, Sri Lanka. Since they have graduated, they have formed their own networks. Some of them have been 
exhibiting together in venues very far from South Asia but that bond has remained, and continues to blossom, which is something 
which is an inspiration for those of our generation who have seen a lot, including great trauma and much pain. Therefore, it rein-
forces one’s hope that they will be the healers. Tell us a little bit, Ayesha about your experience and how, … well firstly about how 
was Lahore? Did your parents worry about you?



AS: I initially went for my Foundation Year studies. There was a scholarship program, and then I ended up staying for six years. 
There was a lot of personal rootlessness when I went. I was about 18 or 19 years old and my father was supportive, but there was 
this anxiety about, ‘OK you’re going to Pakistan but it is going to be for one year, so it’s OK’. He was constantly in touch with Mrs. 
Hashmi, who was my Dean at the time, over email or over the telephone. I went to Lahore with really no idea about the contem-
porary art scene. I was aware about Sadequain and Shakir Ali and a few other artists, but, it was an environment which was really 
nurturing. I’d like to just emphasise on what Iftikhar also mentioned just now about diversity. I think for me it was a really good 
learning experience because of the diverse groups from other SAARC countries and the other students who were present at that 
time. We were also the first batch so it was a very small group of about twenty-five students and there was close interaction with all 
our professors like Huma Mulji, Julia Ahmad, Rashid Rana, and also amongst the peers and our other classmates. There was also a 
lot of exchange between the other departments, like the Film Department and Journalism, and other departments like Psychology. 

Shimul Saha (SS): In terms of my experience, after getting the scholarship, I spoke with my dad telling him that I have a scholar-
ship. ‘Where?’ ‘In Pakistan.’ ‘Pakistan?’ I said, ‘Ya Pakistan’. We are a joint family, so I had to face a board meeting of my uncles, my 
father was there and my youngest uncle suddenly spoke up. ‘OK! He’s got a scholarship. Let him go!’ Then I left and basically shifted 
hostel to hostel, Dhaka University hostel to BNU hostel. Over here in Dhaka I noticed that the students are coming from different 
districts, and there in Pakistan I found students are coming from different countries. In the hostel I made a circle of friends span-
ning all the SAARC countries. This network proved most helpful to me when assisting Mahbubur Rahman on the Experimental 
Film and Performance program for the 2014 Dhaka Art Summit – at least 5 of the films came through my network of friends made 
in Lahore. The education system that I had: Over here it was one kind of educational system I was going through and there it was 
completely different. And nowadays, what I am practicing is a blending of the two educational systems.  In the beginning, two 
people were instrumental in my leaarning (I am not taking Salima Hashmi’s name because she is everything); the other two people  
are Dr. Tehniyat Majeed and Dr. Shabnam Khan. Before going to Pakistan I had a negative sense about it, but after being there, my 
sense has changed, completely changed. I would like to go again to Lahore.

SH: Ayesha, I would for a moment like you to talk about your art making, because after you graduated there’ve been lots of influ-
ences back and forth, and your development I think, has been quite remarkable. I would like you to talk about the various influences 
which you have sensed, or you feel you have developed in terms of the way that you are looking at your own work. How do you 
critique it? It has intrigued me to follow your art after you have left Lahore and I would be interested in seeing how you feel it has 
developed. What’s been happening with you is what I want to know.

AS: I think during my undergrad program at Beaconhouse there was a lot of confusion when I first joined, because I felt superbly 
inadequate because my classmates, especially the ones from the other SAARC countries as well as the ones from Pakistan, were 
highly skilled, and they had a really rich background in art history. I struggled a lot in my first year. I used to skip classes out of fear 
that I would not be able to do well especially in something like sculpture, so I would shy away from sculpture. It was my worst class. 
But some of the interests that I tapped into, in my initial years, is something I also keep coming back to, or I have come back to after 
my graduation. Also after my undergrad, I had stopped making work for a few years, when I started teaching at Beaconhouse. So 
there has always been this interest in making things. Also what was really, really significant to my journey were the conversations 
that I had with my other classmates, other artists like Sana Ali, Mehr Javed, Raju G.C., just to mention a few. Those conversations 
were important because we were also critiquing each other’s work, and I think those were really important.

SH: I’m just interested, from where I am sitting, you’ve heard me talk about, you know, way back in history in the last century there 
were connections between this part of the world and what is now Pakistan. Did you come across any of these connections? Did you 
feel anything? Was there any of that history in your experience when you were in Lahore? I never asked you this while you were 
there. You know, the history of what was once one country and they are two independent nation states now. Did you come across 
any of those connections while you were there? Did you talk about that? Where there any sensitivities?

AS: Yes, there were discussions but, what was surprising was that my Pakistani classmates were completely unaware of the his-
tory of what had passed during ‘71 and prior to ‘71. So, that was really surprising that the textbooks, and all that history was erased 
almost.

SH: Did you talk about it?

AS: I did. There were some arguments as well. Shimul, what was it like for you?



SS: I have lots of experience about that, especially in the hostel around the dinner table and especially during cricket matches. 
When Pakistan and India played in a cricket match during the Asia Cup, Pakistani classmates would ask me ‘Who are you support-
ing?’ I said, ‘Why are you asking me?’ And they would again ask, ‘Which one?’ 

‘Why are you asking? What will make you happy?,’ I said. Someone said, ‘If you support Pakistan then I will be happy.’ I said, ‘Then 
I will support Pakistan.’ He was not happy with my answer. I just watched the match and left the dining table. When Bangladesh 
played Pakistan in the Asia Cup and lost, only myself  and my Sri Lankan roommate Chira (Chirantha A. Kuruppuarachchi) who was 
next to me were supporting Bangladesh. 

Throughout the India series if I said, ‘I hate India’, the people around me would be happy. If I said, ‘I like India’. ‘Oh no man. You don’t 
know anything!’ Then I would ask them, ‘What do you know? Do you know about ‘71?’ ‘What is ‘71?’ I noticed that most of the people 
over there, the general people, know nothing about ‘71. Over here everybody knows what happened in ‘71. So, I started to talk to 
them about what happened in ‘71 and what happened before ‘71 and what is happening after ‘71. In the beginning they didn’t believe 
it at all. Seriously, they didn’t believe it. ‘No! This is not possible!’ I said, ‘It is possible. It happened. This is data.’ I gave them data, 
and they started to learn about what happened. Basically, it was an opportunity for me to let my generation know what happened 
because I noticed in my generation over there, nobody knows. I don’t know about my previous generation, how much they know. 

ID: Thank you Shimul. You are absolutely right, for Pakistan ‘71 has been kind of whitewashed, especially in the memory of the 
younger generation, they are just not aware. When I came to Bangladesh in October I saw ‘71 everywhere. It remains a founda-
tional narrative that I think the Bangladeshis are still grappling with. Obviously this needs dialogue at the very least. One of the 
things that educational exchanges can do, is for us to begin that dialogue as artist. Art education can play a role in this as well.  
Another way to think about art education in a collaborative way is to think about curriculum together. Perhaps have meetings and 
discussions about what is actually being taught in art schools across South Asia. What is the curriculum that is followed? What is 
the role of history and humanities and theory in the training of artists? And, how do these things come together, and how can we 
talk to each other? Many great things have happened in South Asia in the 20th and 21st centuries but many ugly things have also 
happened. So, if we aspire towards a better future, what is the role of us as artists and as educators in enabling that? I think that 
is the question. 

SH: I think we should end on that note, that we look to artists, art educators, poets, film makers, music makers to actually begin, and 
step into the areas which we are all afraid to step into, because I think they carry with them the healing that is essential before you 
can commence, and also continue dialogue. Thank you very much indeed.

Audience (Asma Mahmood): I had an interesting experience in 2010 when I came to Dhaka and had an installation, because as I 
thought of coming to Dhaka, the pressure and the guilt of ‘71 automatically piled up on me. So many people telling me, as a Paki-
stani you don’t have to feel that, but I think as people who were present there during ‘71, who knew what was happening, I can’t 
shake off that guilt. And, when I hear these young people talk about their visit to Pakistan, and when they talk about the ignorance 
that the younger generation shows about what happened here in ‘71, I am really scared that this relationship will never get any-
where till that resolution is addressed. Till then the compounding problem of that relationship will always remain there. That is an 
observation. Question is, do we have some Pakistani students coming and studying in Bangladesh as an option as well?

Audience (Syed Jahangir (SJ): First of all, I congratulate Salima Hashmi because I used to know her when she was very little, a 
young lady, and her father is one of the greatest poets of Urdu in the Sub-continent and I had the opportunity to meet him several 
times. He used to come to my house. I lived in Rawalpindi for many years and I met some of the artists that she had mentioned, 
Shakir Ali. Chughtai of course I didn’t meet. But they are all products of pre-partition India, like Zainul Abedin. 

I have slight reservation about calling Zainul Abedin a bureaucrat. Zainul Abedin is an artist who was working for the Government 
and was trying to establish an art school in East Pakistan at that time, and therefore he had to do a lot of things which otherwise 
he would not have done. He has sacrificed his life in art that he could give us today. You have shown some of the pictures. I would 
have been very happy Salima, if you could show us some of the paintings of West Pakistani artists like Shakir Ali and Chughtai and 
Sadequain. Sadequain was one of the great painters of Pakistan. There is a book I have, at least 3inch thick and about 18inch height 
and about 12inch wide, very big book called, Sadequain: The Holy Sinner. 

You didn’t mention Zubeida Agha. She played a great role in promoting the art in West Pakistan in the very beginning. I happened 
to be there in 1964. I started a commercial art gallery. That was the first commercial art gallery in Pakistan, and very few people 
knew about Pakistani artists. They knew more about the East Pakistani artists. But today I hear a lot of young Pakistani artists, they 
are doing very good work.



The topic was inter-border art history. We should have concentrated more on comparing the artists’ works, who are working here 
and who are working there. As Mr. Farooq Shobhan was saying that he knows at least 6 or 10 people who are buying paintings from 
Bangladeshi artists but the discussion went somehow in other ways. I thought the discussion should have been more on the border. 

SH: I hope we are going to have a full day seminar in the next Dhaka Art Summit. 

Audience (Alok Rai): If I may introduce two names that are very related to this subject. One is Mansoor Rahi. He is a Bengali art-
ist. He was from Rajshahi, settled in Pakistan. And another artist is, Shahid Sajjad. He was Pakistani but he stayed for two years in 
Rangamati. He worked in wood. 

SH: Thank you.

Audience (Sonal Khullar): Thank you for a very rich session. I am going to try and summarise my comments briefly and let me 
ask two questions that followed from the collective presentation, and one of those is with Salima and Iftikhar’s presentation. You 
spoke a lot about the artists and their areas of geographic belonging but I’d like to hear a little bit more about the visual language 
of Modernism, may be a more old fashioned word might be ‘style’ of what it is we are looking at, and shared sensibilities, affinities 
and disjunctions. 

The other question I had was related to Iftikhar’s comment about South Asia becoming more like the EU, and I couldn’t hope for 
anything more, than more cultural exchange. But the fact is that Italy and France are not on the brink of nuclear war every few 
years, and so it makes for a very different environment. I was struck by both Shimul and Ayesha’s comments about coming to art 
school with different senses of history, as political history and social history, but also art history. You said that you had been aware 
or conscious of the difference between your training in art history and that of other students that you have been with. So what can 
we do: I think in terms of creating platforms and thinking about the study of art history and to create dialogue not just in terms of 
art practice but in terms of an understanding of the past? 

ID: So the question of Modernism is too big a question to address here but suffice it to say that art in East Pakistan had its distinc-
tive, recognisable character which had to do with abstraction and landscape and water colour, and I can’t really say much more 
about that because it will take too long to elaborate. 

Your second question regarding the ugly reality versus aspiration. I think you have to have some goals. If we don’t have any aspira-
tion towards what we want we will never get there, or we won’t even get partly-there if we just think that these countries are hope-
lessly divided and there is nuclear war and hostility and so on about to break out. I think history at any moment is a contested field 
of forces and relations and all of us have some, a small or large role to play in moving things in various directions.

SH: Yes, we won’t even go into the question of visas. Which is one great impediment to have any kind of connection, artistic or oth-
erwise, between peoples in South Asia, and it is a minefield which constantly erupts whenever you have any kind of discourse. We 
all have to live in silent space which doesn’t ease up, because we come across these road blocks constantly between all countries. 
We thought we were OK with having meetings in Sri Lanka as the only area which we could all congregate in. That is looking dif-
ficult as we speak. So, it may well be Cornell which does the most work in looking at art histories of South Asia. 

ID: Just to make a plug for Cornell, I am always looking for students to do their PhDs and we offer full funding. Not just Cornell but 
there are other universities. Even if you are an English Major who is interested in Art History, you can come and study in the US in 
many institutions. Many of the artists, especially of the generation of the Modernists, have had their trajectories in Pakistan, India, 
Bangladesh, UK etc., and to write those histories responsibly is kind of an urgent task, I think.

SH: Thank you for being a patient and seemingly very interested audience. For us at least we take back lots of questions and, I think 
with a renewed vigour we will be carry on many rewinds and I want to congratulate Dhaka Art Summit for providing this forum for 
us. It is extremely valuable. Probably much more than everyone realises. Thank you very much.
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